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Key points in focus

• Decarbonisation remains a prominent topic of focus amongst sector leaders and presents a key challenge

for organisations to address. Housing associations (HAs) must develop new low-carbon housing and/or

increase investments in retro-fitting existing units to improve environmental standards. The range of ‘green’

and sustainability-linked funding options is evolving, and consideration should be given to how investments

in new low-carbon housing and/or retro-fitting existing units will be financed.

• Despite the challenges in the period following the 2020 financial statements of organisations, the impact of

Covid-19 on HAs with regard to cash generation and rent arrears has been minimal – the sector remains

resilient and liquid. During the peak of the pandemic, most housing development was hampered and there

was a focus on emergency repairs only, helping minimise overhead costs and stabilise margins.

• Since the fire at Grenfell Tower in 2017, HAs have been active in addressing building safety risks and

undertaking remedial works on properties. Further investment in older housing units may be required to

ensure compliance, and housing associations should consider how these remedial works will be financed.

• The sector continues to map out mitigations to the possible effects of Brexit. The importance of establishing

economic certainty and frictionless trade agreements continue to dominate political agendas and

associations are keen to continue sourcing key personnel, building materials and funding for development

and maintenance programmes.

• The indebtedness of the sector is rising and currently stands at £86bn in England and Wales. Around one

third of this debt is variable, benchmarked to the London Inter-Bank Offered Rate (LIBOR).

• However, at the end of 2021, LIBOR in its existing form, will cease to exist and will be replaced by the Sterling

Overnight Index Average (SONIA). Those with facilities expiring at the start of 2022 should seek advice from

a trusted advisor to ensure the technicalities are understood and potential issues are addressed.

• Whilst short-term variable interest rates remain low, many HAs are locked into higher-priced fixed rate

interest agreements entered into several years ago and a cost-benefit analysis of restructuring may be a

consideration.

• Associations cannot rely on favourable interest rates continuing indefinitely so effective treasury

management and comprehensive business plan stress-testing will help associations manage risk

accordingly. Consideration should also be given to revisiting the number of covenants and simplifying

restrictive covenants to increase operational flexibility.

• Overall, the sector’s financial performance has witnessed another year of consistent progress against key

metrics. Housing associations are well placed to deliver new housing supply, continue to invest in existing

stock and address the growing decarbonisation agenda.

“Housing associations have remained resilient throughout the Covid-19

pandemic and beyond, overcoming multiple sectoral challenges to ensure the

continued delivery of vital services to those in need. The sector’s robust balance

sheet and continued ability to attract investment across a variety of sources has

supported another year of increased affordable housing provision.

Debt market appetite remains high for the sector, supported by strong

operational governance, the asset backed nature of organisations and stability

of earnings. Housing associations continue to access record levels of debt to

support housing development, utilising a combination of newly arranged facilities

and refinancing existing borrowings.

The range of financing options to support development ambitions is extensive,

with emerging ‘green’ and sustainable finance solutions providing additional

opportunity to execute decarbonisation plans and meet environmental and

social governance objectives.”
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• Major ratings agencies including Moody’s, Fitch and

S&P all view the housing association sector as well-

performing and resilient, supported by strong

liquidity, additional grant funding, and historically

low interest rates. Sustained demand for social

housing has fuelled development numbers, revenue

growth, operating cash flows and interest

coverage.

• Sector turnover has continued to rise year-on-year,

underpinned by stable rental incomes and the

development of an additional 50,000+ affordable

homes across England and Wales. Turnover

surpassed £21.2bn in England and £1bn in Wales in

2020.

• The investment in existing properties and new

housing supply was primarily funded through

operating surpluses, debt and capital grants.

Continued generation of free cash and surpluses

are key drivers of financial resilience, ultimately

allowing HAs to secure and service additional debt

finance to create affordable new homes and

retrofit existing units.

• The operating margins of HAs in England

contracted from 25% to 22% in 2020, caused by a

combination of covid related challenges, increased

maintenance expenditure and the final year of 1%

rent reductions on general needs social housing

properties. In parallel, operating margins of HAs in

Wales reduced slightly to 20% in 2020 vs 21% in 2019.

• Despite a marginal fall in operating surpluses from

2019, housing associations have evidenced a robust

financial base from which they continue to attract

private investment. Operating margins are forecast

to improve steadily to 2024, anticipated to rise from

20% to 24% in Wales, and from 22% to 26% in

England.

• Maintaining a strategy of free cash generation

underpins medium and long term business planning

and treasury management to meet all loan

repayment commitments. These key metrics

demonstrates a degree of financial strength that

lenders will consider to continue investing in the

sector.

• Overall, housing associations have evidenced

resilient financial performance in 2020, generating

substantial revenues and operating margins to

service debt and fund developments.
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Interest cover

• Since 2017, the trend for sector interest cover has

exhibited a slight downward annual trajectory,

reflecting the minor contraction in margins.

Interest cover remains above 150% in Wales,

while in England, reductions in operating margins

caused a 15% reduction in interest cover to 138%.

• There are several reasons why individual

providers may have relatively low levels of

interest cover. For example, stock transfer

organisations typically have high levels of repairs

and maintenance costs linked to stock

improvement programmes, while other

organisations will have incurred one-off

breakage costs associated with refinancing. In

2020 these breakage costs amounted to £200m

in England - excluding these from the aggregate

calculation increases interest cover to 146%.

Gearing

• Gearing is a key metric used by finance providers

to assess debt capacity and serviceability, with

‘maximum gearing’ covenants typically set when

providing borrowing facilities.

• Measured as the ratio between debt and the net

book value of properties, sector gearing on a

‘Historic Cost’ basis has remained stable at 44% in

Wales and 52% in England in 2020.

• The increase in sector debt was largely offset by

an increase in the net book value of housing

assets following significant levels of investment in

housing stock during the year.

• With c.50% of the property costs funded by loans,

housing associations collectively are not

considered highly geared, therefore indicating

further borrowing capacity could be available.

Organisations should evaluate current interest cover and gearing ratios, discussing with 
a trusted financial adviser where appropriate to determine additional borrowing 

capacity and whether there is scope to renegotiate existing covenants to increase 
operational flexibility.

Whilst short-term variable interest rates 
remain low, many HAs are locked into 

higher-priced fixed rate interest 
agreements entered into several years 

ago and a cost-benefit analysis of 
restructuring may be a consideration.

Cost of capital

• In recent years, housing associations have

actively developed greater volumes of

properties through borrowing more funds and

consequently paying interest on those funds,

and are seeking better value for money through

refinancing more expensive legacy deals.

• The effective interest rate for the sector was

4.1% in Wales and 4.4% in England, a decrease

compared to the 2019 rates of 4.5% and 4.7%

respectively.

• LSVTs in Wales have witnessed a fall in the

effective interest rate to 5.5% from 6.3%,

reflecting the positive effect of refinancing, with

many removing their legacy restrictive fixed-rate

loan arrangements to support new

development ambitions at a lower cost of

capital.
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Sector Debt
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Sector debt

• The indebtedness of the sector is rising and

currently stands at £3.2bn in Wales and £83.1bn

in England. During 2020, £527m of new debt

facilities were arranged in Wales and £10.4bn

were arranged in England. In total, the sector

had access to £28.1bn of undrawn debt facilities

and cash as at March 2020.

• Borrowings are forecast to rise substantially over

the next four years, reaching £4bn by 2024 in

Wales and £104bn in England.

• The majority of existing borrowings are in the form

of bank loans, with the increase in facilities

divided broadly between new funds raised and

a refinancing of older facilities. The net increase

in total facilities of £280m in 2020 was the highest

since 2011 in Wales.

• Lender appetite remains high for the affordable

housing sector and funders are far better placed

to offer liquidity support to those in need

compared to the previous financial crisis. The

asset backed nature of HAs, coupled with

stability of earnings provides lenders with greater

confidence in providing finance to the sector.

• Whilst total debt has increased, the impact of this

has been offset by a reduction in the effective

interest rate resulting in only a marginal increase

in total finance costs.

• 30-year Gilts fell to near historic lows during 2020,

but have started to rebound to near pre

pandemic levels in recent months. Coupled with

low gilt spreads, the resulting coupon rate

remains attractive for organisations seeking to

access finance via the capital markets.

Sustainable finance

• For UK social housing, the cost to decarbonise all

homes is estimated at £104bn by 2050.

• Green finance solutions have increasingly

featured in recent years to create an aligned

interest between housing associations seeking

affordable capital for development, and

growing decarbonisation and Environmental,

Social and Governance (ESG) agendas.

• Attached to sustainability-linked loans are

incentives for organisations to commit to defined

ESG/sustainability KPIs, with corresponding

reductions on interest rates when those KPIs are

met.

• Sustainability-linked loans differ from funding

provided specifically for green projects, in that

they provide general purpose borrowing facilities

for the organisation, providing greater flexibility so

long as covenants and KPIs are met.

• The range of green/sustainably-linked finance options is

growing, providing opportunity for organisations to

meet development targets and decarbonisation

objectives at a potentially lower cost of capital to

traditional sources of finance.

• Notable examples of sustainable funding packages

include Clarion Housing Group, the UK’s largest HA,

which secured a £100m sustainably-linked loan from

Natwest. In April 2021, Cartrefi Conwy also secured a

£22m loan facility from Lloyds Bank to help build 1,000

low-carbon, energy-efficient homes.

• Decarbonisation is a key area of focus for sector

stakeholders. In addition to traditional business plans,

there is an increased willingness among funders to view

organisations’ ESG plans when allocating funding.
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Revisiting legacy covenants and treasury hedging

• Typical loan covenants include maximum 

gearing, minimum asset cover and minimum 

interest cover.

• HAs should consider the appropriate level of 

gearing and interest cover on an individual 

basis.

• Organisations should ensure there is sufficient 

headroom for unexpected eventualities.

• HAs may be locked in to higher interest rate 

agreements, entered into several years ago.

• Be prepared to revisit historical covenants, that 

may be outdated with your lender and 

operationally restrictive.

Effective interest rate

• HAs should ensure that they have funding 

packages in place with the most optimal cost 

of capital.

• Cost of capital will vary between providers 

and HAs. It is important for HAs to have a 

funding package in place that is tailored for 

them.

• Alternative funding solutions such as 

sustainability-linked loans should be 

considered.

• Interest rates are low by historical standards, 

but will not remain indefinitely.

Complicated loan structures with multiple lenders

• Multiple debt facility commitments are fine, 

but need more management.

• Multiple lenders may have alternative 

covenant requirements, which can be difficult 

to monitor and adhere to.

• Organisations should aim to harmonise 

loan covenants.

• How many funders do you have?

• Extremes should be avoided.

Funding requirement and debt capacity

• What level of funding does your HA need to 

meet its development targets and strategic 

ambitions?

• What is the debt capacity of your 

organisation?

• What is the funding maturity profile or your 

organisation?

• Are current facilities due for renewal?

• Sensitivity analysis / stress testing:

• Organisations should be proactive in 

assessing business continuity plans, 

stress-testing forecasts and 

contingency planning to cover a 

range of scenarios.
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Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 200 professionals located in 23 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI was ranked number 19 in

Europe and 26 globally by Thomson Reuters for

transactions valued up to €200 million in Q1 2021.

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit Corporate Finance

(“Gambit”) is an independent corporate finance

firm specialising in advising private and public

organisations on mid-market transactions in the UK

and overseas. With offices in Cardiff and London,

Gambit is widely recognised as a market leader in

corporate finance advice having built up detailed

industry knowledge and an enviable track record

in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com

Gambit’s award winning debt advisory service aims to achieve an optimal and sustainable funding structure to

meet your organisation’s strategic ambitions. We have relationships with the most active funders in the mid-

market, benefitting from 30-years of industry experience and having been involved as both advisors and

lenders.

If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your organisation or to understand the

most appropriate funding solution to support your organisation’s needs and ambitions, please contact a

member of the team.

Jason Evans

Partner

jason.evans@gambitcf.com

+44 (0) 845 643 5500
+44 (0) 772 544 6741

Nick Gallagher

Executive

nick.gallagher@gambitcf.com

+44 (0) 845 643 5500

Menna Ward

Analyst

menna.ward@gambitcf.com

+44 (0) 845 643 5500


